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The Magnetohydrodynamic Effect and Its Associated
Material Designs for Biomedical Applications:
A State-of-the-Art Review
Thomas Stanley Gregory, Rui Cheng, Guoyi Tang, Leidong Mao, and Zion Tsz Ho Tse*

The presented article discusses recent advances in biomedical applications of
classical magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), with a focus on operating principles and associated material considerations. These applications address
novel approaches to common biomedical problems from microparticle
sorting for lab-on-a-chip devices to advanced physiological monitoring techniques. 100 papers in the field of MHDs are reviewed with a focus on studies
with direct biomedical applications. The body of literature is categorized into
three primary areas of research including material considerations for MHD
applications, MHD actuation devices, and MHD sensing techniques. The
state of the art in the field is examined and research topics are connected to
provide a wide view of the field of biomedical MHDs. As this field develops,
the need for advanced simulation and material design will continue to
increase in importance in order to further expand its reach to maturity. As the
field of biomedical MHDs continues to grow, advances toward microscale
transitions will continue to be made, maintaining its clinically driven nature
and moving toward real-world applications.

to advance the current state of the art
was reviewed and presented in this body
of work. The research was introduced
through a theoretical presentation of
the underlying physics followed by three
primary research areas: (1) macro- and
microscale theoretical magnetohydrodynamics; (2) material considerations
for MHD applications; (3) MHD actuation devices; and (4) MHD sensing techniques. These research topics focus on
macro- and microscale treatments, with
applications being considered in the
field of magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), microfluidics and analytical
chemistry, and guided drug delivery
among others.
It is the aim of this paper to present the
current state of the literature with regards
to clinical applications of the MHD effect,
and outline predictions for the further
growth and development of the field.

1. Introduction
The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effect is a physical phenomenon describing the motion of a conducting fluid flowing
under the influence of an external magnetic field. Its applications have been studied extensively across multiple disciples
ranging from the study of solar winds[1,2] to MHD-derived
biomedical sensors[3] and actuators.[4–7] Despite this research,
alternative uses of the MHD effect are emerging topics, particularly those of clinical significance or addressing biomedical
problems.
The field of MHDs with a focus on studies with direct biomedical applications was surveyed, and literature that helps
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2. Theory
The study of the MHD effect involves the coupling of electromagnetism, specifically regarding induction, to dynamics. This
coupling is necessary when the material in question can behave
as a conductor and through this have the ability to modify and
be modified by the external magnetic fields when there is relative motion, creating a dominant physical force in conductive
fluids with high volumetric flow rates and in large current carriers. The magnitude and direction of the fluid flow ( 
v ) and
the magnetic field (Bo ) both directly affect the magnitude and
resultant direction of the MHD effect, creating a variance in
induced Hall effect voltages.[8] The following is a presentation
of MHD theory through the derivation of Maxwell’s equations
coupled with fluid flow. Table 1 lists a table of terms used in
this derivation.

2.1. Electromagnetism
The basis of the MHD effect must first be examined in terms

of the primary magnetic field (Bo ), and Maxwell’s equations
(Equations (1)–(4)) expressed in differential form to predict the
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Table 1. Terms used in derivation of MHD underlying physics.
Term

Description

Units



Magnitude and direction of fluid flow

mL s−1

v

L

Length of fluid flow field


Bo

Magnitude and direction of the applied
magnetic field

E

Electric field

ρe

Charge density

C m−2

J

Current density

A m−2

εo

Permittivity of free space

F m−1

µo

Permeability of free space

H m−1, N A−2

µ

Magnetic permeability

H m−1, N A−2
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M
T, G
N C−1, V m−1

c

Magnetic susceptibility

σ

Material conductivity

S m−1

η

Magnetic diffusivity

mA2 W N−1

–

Rem

Magnetic Reynold’s number

Q

Flow rate

m3 s−1

–

ρ fluid

Fluid density

kg m−3

µV

Coefficient of fluid viscosity

m2 s−1

p

Fluid pressure

N m−2

fEM

External applied forces

N

fL

Lorentz force

N

fVB

Magnetophoretic force

N

fE

Electrostatic force

N

interactions between magnetic fields and electric fields, currents, and charges
 ρ
∇ ⋅E = e
εo

(1)


∇ ⋅B = 0

(2)



∂B
∇×E = −
∂t

(3)



∂E 
 
∇ × B = µ0  J + ε 0


∂t 

(4)

Assuming that the medium is highly conductive (such as in
blood flow,[9] the displacement current becomes negligible as
the propagation of electric fields is inhibited. This allows Equation (4) to be further simplified to remove the displacement
current (second parenthetical term). In order to define this
phenomenon in terms of the external magnetic field, Ohm’s
law must be employed (Equation (5)) and further modified to
include induction (Equation (6))
J = σE

 

J = σ (E + υ × B )
2
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In such a situation where a current is allowed to flow across
the medium, an additional force is present (the Lorentz force)
due to the interaction between the external magnetic field and
that of the conductor (Equation (7)). Equation (3) can be substituted into Equation (7) to yield a more relevant version of the
Lorentz force (Equation (8))
  
F = J ×B

(7)

 
 1
F =   (∇ × B ) × B
 µo 

(8)

(5)
(6)

Through the derivation of the behavior of interacting magnetic fields, Maxwell’s equations can then be applied to fluid
flow and MHDs.
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In order to fully describe the behavior of a flowing fluid in
the presence of an external magnetic field, first consider a
fluid channel under normal conditions and then subject it
to an external applied force. The Navier–Stokes equation for
an incompressible Newtonian fluid flowing through a pipe
(Equation (9)) provides a simple solution for the system under
applied external electromagnetic body forces in this case



 ∂υ 
+ υ . ∇υ  = − ∇p + µ V ∇ 2υ +
ρ
 ∂t


(9)

When considering the flowing molten metal or blood within
the human body under the exposure to an applied magnetic
field, microscale particulate interactions must be considered
due to variances in compositions. As these solutions are typically considered well-mixed, homogeneous solutions, the bulk
of flow can be considered nearly electrically neutral, and the
total electromagnetic force can be expressed as a summation of
Lorentz, magnetophoretic (occurring in ferrous materials), and
electrostatic forces[10–13] (Equation (10))

 


f EM = f L + f ∇B + f E

is on the order of 10−2.[18] (Here, the magnetic diffusivity is
selected as 1 m2 s−1.[15] Therefore, advection effect is not important in biomedical flows. Another two dimensionless numbers
comparing the Lorentz force against the fraction force and the
inertial force are the Hartmann number (Ha)[16]
Ha =

Lorentz force
σ
= Bl
Friction force
µV

(13)

and the interaction number N[16]
N =

Lorentz force
σ B2l
=
Inertial force
ρfluid v

(14)

Both numbers decrease linearly as the dimension of the
system decreases, which suggests Lorentz force does not benefit from miniaturization, and a larger magnetic field flux
density may be needed for pronounced MHD effects. Finally,
the governing equation for MHD (Equation (11)) at microscale
becomes
  
0 = −∇p + µ V ∇ 2υ + J × B

(15)

(10)

During the consideration of most clinical applications of the
MHD effect, the applied magnetic field is uniform and static,
especially during MRI, and magnetophoretic and electrostatic
forces become null in Equation (10).[11] This simplification in
this special case, allows for the only remaining force, the Lorentz force (Equation (8)) to be substituted into the Navier–
Stokes equation (Equation (11)). This describes the flow of a
conductive fluid when subjected to an external magnetic field


 ∂υ   
+ υ ⋅ ∇υ  = −∇p + µ V ∇ 2υ
ρ
 ∂t

 
 1
+   (∇ × B ) × B
µ 

(11)

o

3. Material Considerations for MHD Applications
In order to harness the MHD phenomena in real-world applications, such as chemical mixing and physiological monitoring,
several basic materials considerations must be examined. These
applications become of a particular importance when dealing
with very strong external magnetic fields, such as the 1.5 or 3 T
magnetic field employed by the majority of MRI scanners, and
when interacting with biological tissue. These considerations
are primarily twofold and involve the selection of materials to
maintain: (1) a desired level of functionality within a strong
external magnetic field; and (2) a level of biocompatibility in
which negative interactions with biological tissues do not occur
over time. An overview of these considerations in presented in
Table 2.

2.3. Scaling Effect and Dimensionless Number

3.1. External Magnetic Field Exposure

Scaling effects in MHDs are important consideration in biomedical applications. MHD affects flows in channels that can
vary from 10−6 to 10−2 m in width.[14] Nguyen summarized basic
dimensionless numbers for scaling the traditional MHD model
down to this range.[15] For example, the magnetic Reynolds
number characterizes magnetic advection to the magnetic diffusion (Equation (12))[16]

As previously mentioned, several external electromagnetic
forces may interact with constituent system materials when
reduced to the microscale. In the case of ferrous materials, an
external magnetophoretic force becomes significant and can
adversely affect predicted results and proper chemical mixing
in MHD driven systems. As the strength of the magnetic field
increases, it may produce high applied forces and torques on
ferromagnetic or highly paramagnetic materials introduced into
the field, offsetting applied MHD forces.[19–21] Furthermore, in
the case of microscale applications, any inhomogeneity in the
external magnetic field may reduce method accuracy, which
drives the need for the removal of ferromagnetic and highly
paramagnetic materials in the design and construction of MHD
actuators.
When selecting materials in these environments, first and
foremost, magnetic susceptibility (c) must be examined, the

Rem =
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2.2. Application to Fluid Flow

vl
1
,η =
η
µσ

(12)

In traditional MHD systems, such as the sun, its flow field
has strong interaction with the magnetic field, as a result, the
magnetic Reynolds number is very large.[17] However, for a typical scale (10−6–10−2 m) and a velocity (10−4–10−1 m s−1) in biomedical flows, the upper limit of magnetic Reynolds number
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Table 2. Overview of biocompatible MHD material considerations.
Material
Nylon

Magnetic susceptibility (c)

Electrical conductivity [S cm−1]

Diamagnetic c < 0

10

Typical applications

ref.

Drug delivery devices, skin/cartilage

[87,88]

PTFE

10−19–10−18

Wood

10−14–10−4

N/A

Copper

6 × 107

Biosensors, electrodes

[89]

Dacron

−25

−23

Cardiovascular prostheses

[90–92]

−25

−23

Artificial organ replacement

[93–95]

10

Teflon

10

–10
–10

10−14

Silicone (hard rubber)

−13

Cellulose

10

2.5 × 106

Dental implants

Platinum

9.4 × 10

Biosensors, electrodes

Magnesium (WE43)

6.7 × 10

Cardiovascular prostheses

[99,100]

Titanium

5–7 × 106

Skeletal or joint implants

[28,29,33]

Cp-Ti

5–7 × 106

Ti-5Al-2.5Fe

5–7 × 106

Ti-6Al-7Nb

5–7 × 106

Ti-6Al-4V

5–7 × 106

Skeletal implants

1.45 × 106

Skeletal implants

Aluminum (Al2O3)

Stainless steel

Paramagnetic 0 < c < 1

6
6

Ferromagnetic c > 1

measure of a material’s tendency to interact with an external
magnetic field and offset its desired value.[22] The choice of
material magnetic susceptibility in these applications, particularly in high-field MRI applications, must be either diamagnetic
(c < 0), or slightly paramagnetic (0 < c < 0.1).[22] Highly desirable
materials to prevent interactions with the MHD effect, and produce solely an applied Lorentz force, are typically nylon, PTFE,
wood, copper, aluminum (Al), titanium (Ti), ceramics, and
the majority of engineering plastics.[23] Higher paramagnetic
metals such as Al and Ti may produce an image artifact in MRI
applications, but are generally safe for use in commercial MHD
actuators and mixers.[22]
During pulsed or rapid magnetic field gradient ramps, material conductivity is also an important factor to consider, especially in human-device interactions, due to induced heating and
eddy currents.[22] Conventionally, human-device interactions
for bio-sensing are performed using nonferrous conducting
electrodes, and may be capacitively coupled to patient tissue
through the layering of conductive and nonconductive materials.[24] In either case, they are typically isolated using RF filters
designed to divert RF energy from the test electrode, and are
externally interfaced to with carbon lead clips and high-impedance cabling.[24,25]
As the local magnetic field strength decreases, these potential material selection issues become less of a concern, but must
be accounted for during the design stages. Furthermore, the
careful control of the applied magnetic field can yield the ability
to place ferromagnetic materials in magnetic fringe fields, such
as in the case of ferrous conducting rods or electrodes designed
to produce an electric field across a magnetic field.

4

−13
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[96–98]

[28,29,33]

3.2. Biocompatible Materials and Implants
In the case of medical applications of the MHD effect, several
issues in biocompatibility must be addressed, and only nonviable materials should be chosen for implantation or interaction with biological tissue.[26] Common biomaterials selected
for implantable medical devices are dependent on the human
body application, and may involve: (1) Ti or Ti alloys for skeletal
or joint replacements; (2) Ti alloys, Dacron, Teflon, or similar
engineering plastics for cardiovascular or blood vessel prostheses; (3) polyurethane, silicone rubber, silicone, or cellulose
for artificial organ replacement; and (4) hydrogels, collagen, or
platinum electrodes for sensing and ocular devices.[27]
As Ti and Ti alloys maintain a relatively low magnetic susceptibility, serving as a mid-level paramagnetic material, they
are often suitable for both implantable medical devices and
operation within an external magnetic field. Ti alloys have conventionally been used in biomedical implants since the early
1970s, with their accepted forms and material specifications
described in ASTM and ISO 5832 standards.[28] The use of Ti
alloys as biomaterials increased due to their reduced elastic
modulus, superior biocompatibility, high strength to weight
ratio, and enhanced corrosion resistance when compared to
conventional stainless steel and Co-Cr alloys.[29] The CP-Ti and
Ti-6Al-4V alloys are the most common in medical applications,
with CP-Ti being favored due to its surface properties which
result in the spontaneous build-up of a stable and inert oxide
layer.[30,31]
Due to its poor wear resistance, the Ti-6Al-4V is not suitable
for bearing surface applications such as hip heads and femoral
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Figure 1. MHD based microflow manipulations: a) DC operated micropumps in a straight channel and b) a circular channel; c,e) AC operated micromixer in straight channels and d,f) circular chambers; and g) MHD micropump based sorting device. Images are reproduced from refs. [14,24,25,27,30]
and [31].

knees, without a coating or surface treatment, and furthermore
Vanadium (V) and Al elements have been shown to be toxic to
the human body, resulting in the development of β alloys free
of V such as Ti-6Al-7Nb and Ti-5Al-2.5Fe, which yields better
biocompatibility as well as additional advantages over Ti-6Al-4V
such as higher fatigue strength and lower elastic modulus.[32–34]
Through the presented advantages of these Ti alloys as a
biomaterial, and the paramagnetic characterization of some
of these Ti alloys, Ti presents itself as a highly favorable material for the development of biocompatible medical devices, and
in the case of medical devices and applications driven by the
MHD effect in which strength is a key design factor.

4. MHD Actuation Devices
Since the discovery of the MHD effect, efforts have been made
toward scaling it down to microscale and applying it in a variety
of areas. Among them, MHD based micropumps, micromixers,
particle and cell manipulation were developed. We will review
these applications.
4.1. MHD Micropumps
MHD micropumps were developed with a goal of applying
them in applications such as drug delivery and lab-on-a-chip
polymerase chain reaction (PCR).[4] In a typical setup, MHD
micropump drives conductive liquid through an applied Lorentz force, which can be exerted onto the liquid without any
mechanical moving parts. As a result, MHD micropumps possess a much simpler structure and fabrication process when
compared to their mechanical counterparts. Both direct current (DC) and alternate current (AC) MHD micropumps have
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been developed. Figure 1a shows a typical drawing of an MHD
micropump, including an electrode pair and permanent magnets. The flowing direction of the liquid can be controlled via
the direction of the current and magnetic field. Continuous
flow devices using circular microchannels and driven by AC
MHD (Figure 1b) were also developed for thermal cycling
PCR.[35]
In order to use MHD micropumps for drug delivery, stability of the flow rate is critical. Flow rate of MHD micropumps
depends on the current density and the magnetic flux density.[4]
Since the flux density from a permanent magnet is much larger
than that of an electromagnet, a DC MHD pump can achieve
higher flow rates than its AC counterpart, however, the problem
with DC pumps is that hydrolysis often occurs during their
operation, which generates bubbles and leads to electrode corrosion. Bubble generation is a serious issue, as bubbles formed
on the electrode surface can isolate the electrodes from conductive solutions, which may deteriorate the pump or even result
in total failure.[11] Bubbles can also obstruct flows and create
instabilities for drug delivery.[36]
There are several approaches in solving the bubble problem
in MHD pumps. First, bubble generation is less of a problem
in AC MHD micropumps.[37] Second, one can create additional
chambers for bubble releasing and trapping, in order to reduce
the bubble generation and still take advantages of the high
current density associated with DC pumps.[38,39] Third, redox
electrolyte pairs and inert electrodes can be used to minimize
bubble generation.[40]
4.2. MHD Micromixers
Rapid and efficient mixing is critical to most microfluidic
systems because many biological processes—such as DNA
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Figure 2. Development of an MRI-compatible magnetohydrodynamically driven endocapsule. a) Translation of the MHD effect into a source of propulsion (top), and the design of an MHD thruster for use in an MRI scanner (bottom). b) Quantification of system dynamic performance; step input
response.

hybridization, cell activation, enzyme reactions, and protein
synthesis—require rapid reactions that inevitably require
efficient mixing of these reagents.[41–43] Typically, biological
reagents have relatively low diffusion coefficients; for a diffusion-based device, the mixing process can take on the order of
tens of seconds or minutes. This is particularly true when the
solution contains macromolecules (e.g., DNA and proteins) or
large particles (e.g., bacteria and blood cells) that have diffusion coefficients orders of magnitude lower than that of most
small molecules. For this purpose, MHD micromixers were
developed.
Typically, MHD mixers use Lorentz force exerted on electrolyte solutions in order to generate complex flow and achieve
mixing. When electrodes are configured to induce recirculation in the electrolyte, complex flows can be created to enhance
mixing in the channel. The patterns of complex flow depend
on the electrode configuration; two of such designs are shown
in Figure 1c,e.[44] In other designs, chaotic advections were
induced in circular cavities, as shown in Figure 1d,f.[45] Such
complex flow and chaotic advection greatly enhance the mass
transport of reagents. MHD mixers have also been integrated
with an axial flow so that the mixing process was accomplished
along with fluid transport.[46] MHD pumps and mixers could
be integrated within one device,[47] or to form complex fluidic
networks.[10]
4.3. Other Microscale MHD Devices and Applications
An MHD based microfluidic switcher was developed and
shown in Figure 1g.[48] In this design, two AC MHD micropumps were integrated into the arms of a Y-shape channel. As
a result, flow can be switched from one arm to the other very
quickly. This opens the door to device design that can control
on-chip assays. One of such assays is cell sorting, which was
also demonstrated via mouse neural stem cells and neuroblastoma cells by the same group.[49]
6
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4.4. Remote Drug Delivery
The development of the MHD effect as a propulsive force, further allows for the design of advanced surgical microrobots,
taking advantage of the strong magnetic field of the MRI and
inherent RF capabilities, further allowing for remote navigation and control during imaging using wireless power transfer
schemas (Figure 2a).[50] This device was shown to generate a
peak force of 0.31 mN (Figure 2b), derived based on the microscale considerations presented and the unique potential for
MRI-compatible devices to harness the strong magnetic field of
the MRI scanner, which is typically 1.5 to 3 T in magnitude,
allowing for large increases in the Lorentz body force applied
to the capsule as compared to the much lower field strengths in
similar medical applications of the MHD effect.
Material electrodes must be constructed from either redox
pairs, such as FeCl2/FeCl3, or corrosion resistant titanium,
which maintains a high level of biocompatibility and is easily
sterilized. The outer capsule must serve to isolate the capsule
from the body, without impairing body function. Polycarbonate
materials are often utilized for this, due to their accepted usage
in the development of medical instruments,[51,52] and their ease
of use in modern rapid-prototyping technologies.[53,54] This
application of the Lorentz force as a propulsor in the environment of an MRI scanner, illustrates comparable body forces to
similarly designed devices with alternate methods of propulsion, and demonstrating the device ability to operate remotely
and its potential for remote drug delivery.[55–57]

5. MHD Sensing Techniques
In addition to macro- and microscale actuation techniques that
have been presented, a field of MHD sensing has also emerged,
using an external magnetic field to quantify fluid flow for the
applications of mechanical rate sensing,[3,58–60] hemodynamic
monitoring,[61] and advanced feedback control.[62]
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Figure 3. Correlation between induced VMHD in intra-MRI ECG recordings and MRI-derived aortic blood flow, illustrating temporal alignment.
a) Extracted VMHD with measurements of duration of MHD negative deflection and delay from QRS complex. b) Extracted MHD signal (solid line)
and MRI flow (dashed line) with the subject in the supine position.

5.1. Mechanical Rate and Fluid Flow Sensing
Due to the physical scale of modern hardware employed in
MHD-enabled actuators, the ability to develop compact sensing
platforms based on this technology became an apparent goal.
Early work included the development of MHD angular rate
sensors to quantify angular velocity, based on a small circular
channel filled with a conductive fluid.[3,59] An external electromagnetic winding or a static magnet is configured perpendicular to the flow direction, and responsible for induced MHD
interactions. In response to the rotation of the device within the
magnetic field, a circumferential fluid velocity is produced and
an external signal is generated which can be measured by complementary electrode pairs or a pick-up coil.[63–65] The resultant
signal produces a measure of angular velocity, and can be
employed easily with a static magnet without an external power
source. These sensors are commonly applied when the need to
correct/quantify low level vibrations [66] or high angular rates.[63]
During modern metallurgic processes, such as the manufacture of high quality steels, high accuracy velocity and flow
measurements of molten metal are necessary metrics for effective quality control.[67] In the case of flowing molten metal, magnetic probes are often used to induce MHD signals, and directly
quantify flow at each stage in the manufacturing process.[67–70]
5.2. Human Body Hemodynamic Sensing
As the study of MHD sensing applications continues to grow,
additional efforts in flow sensing were applied to the human
body, with early observations of the MHD effect being made in
the strong magnetic field of the MRI scanner.[71–73] In the environment of an MRI scanner, an MHD-derived voltage overlay
has been observed on traditional electrocardiograms (ECG),
measures of cardiac electrical activity, known to be induced by
interactions between arterial blood flow during early systole
and the MRI main magnetic field (B0).[74–76] As a large component of human blood consists of erythrocytes and a blood
plasma solution of sugars, fat, proteins, and salts, human blood
flow tends to be conductive,[9] causing positively and negatively
charged blood particles which are flowing transversely to the
strong magnetic field of the MRI scanner to be deflected by the
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Lorentz force, in turn inducing electrical voltages across vessel
walls.[74]
These induced MHD voltages (VMHD) can often be recorded
on the surface ECG inside the MRI bore, theorizing the relationship between VMHD and arterial blood flow, which has
generated preliminary studies which have been able to show
correlation in timing and onset between VMHD recorded on
intra-MRI ECGs and MRI-derived aortic blood (Figure 3).[77,78]
The development of early models of the MHD effect in arterial vasculature, led to the partial validation of the hypothesis,
proving that VMHD of a comparable magnitude and direction
could be induced by aortic blood flow, with the primary contribution to the net signal being attributed to the aortic arch, a
large diameter vasculature in the human body transverse to the
MRI magnetic field and with a high volumetric flow rate.[74,79]
Similarly, a phantom in vitro model was developed to record
bipolar VMHD signals (Figure 4a) and shown to be comparable to a simplified analytical model in an MRI environment
(Figure 4b), predicting a linear dependence on field strength.[80]
The phantom model was constructed using rigid plastic tubing,
a fluid reservoir, and a ventricular assist device, allowing the
device to circulate a volume of conducting fluid while maintaining MRI-compatibility.
Dependence has been verified experimentally in human subjects by comparing directionality of induced VMHD extracted
from 12-lead ECGs with the orientation of the aortic arch,
illustrating an error of <3° in four human subjects.[81] In this
environment, Ag/AgCl ECG electrodes are commonly used
in conjunction with carbon clips and nonferrous cabling and
shielding to reduce the chance for the generation of RF burns
on subjects during the gradient ramps which occur during MRI
scanning.[25] Similarly, a single subject was rotated on the MRI
scanner table in 90° increments to illustrate the dependence of
extracted VMHD on the direction of blood flow (Figure 5).[81]
Due to the distribution of vasculature in the human body, a
study sought to determine contributions to the net recorded
VMHD from vasculature networks. Using MRI validation, a 1D
VMHD distribution across the human body was demonstrated,
showing increases in VMHD corresponding to major vasculature branches and solid organs.[82]
Despite the theorized correlation to blood flow, VMHD overlays onto surface ECGs has created difficulties in synchronizing
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Figure 4. Development of an MHD surrogate model for the validation of induced VMHD as a blood flow potential. a) Experimental design for the
recording of induced VMHD using an EP catheter located within a flow phantom. b) Comparison of MRI flow derived VMHD (U10 cycles,MRI) and measured VMHD (U10 cycles) in the flow phantom over ten cycles, illustrating flow dependence.

heart motion through its electrical activity with cardiac MRI
imaging, inducing motion based artifacts onto acquisitions.[83]
To increase the ability to perform cardiac synchronization
during MRI imaging, customized gating and synchronization algorithms have been developed to identify the timing of
ventricular contraction as marked by the QRS complex of the
ECG.[83,84] Early correlation to blood flow, and therefore cardiac
activity, has led to the development of VMHD driven MRI synchronization algorithms, based on the cyclic rhythm of the true
QRS complex generated from the sinoatrial node and induced
MHD from aortic blood flow, which allow for fine-tuning of
image acquisition to better capture flow.[83–86]
5.3. Hemodynamic Measurements
Upon the examination of induced VMHD as a meaningful
signal rather than a noise source which reduces accuracy in
MRI synchronization,[78] and the ability to extract induced
VMHD from 12-lead ECGs obtained intra-MRI,[25] came the
drive to determine the clinical significance of induced VMHD.
Early studies have shown the correlation of extracted VMHD
with stroke volume (SV) and aortic blood flow (Figure 6a), illustrating a <4% error in SV estimation at rest, and a <10% error
during a series of exercise stress testing (Figure 6b).[61]

The usefulness of this technique is limited to inside the MRI
scanner, with an applied magnetic field of 3 T, however there
are efforts to translate this technology into a stand-alone device
for VMHD monitoring and potentially stroke volume or perfusion estimation.
These devices utilize conventional physiological monitoring
hardware with an external neodymium magnet (grade N52),
including high-impedance inputs and an embedded microcontroller for signal processing, with the major difference being
in the usage of stainless steel dry electrodes rather than conventional wet Ag-AgCl electrodes (Figure 7a). Usefulness of the
device has only been demonstrated preliminarily, and requires
further validation and development to accurately predict SV
(Figure 7b).

6. Conclusion
A review of the current state of the field of biomedical magnetohydrodynamics was presented, and organized to illustrate
the current state of the art in three primary research areas: (1)
material considerations for MHD applications; (2) MHD actuation devices; and (3) MHD sensing techniques. As magnetohydrodynamics continues to be large field of study primarily
focused on macroscale interactions, increasing effort into

Figure 5. Assessment of dependence of induced VMHD on the direction of blood flow, achieved through subject rotation. a) Initial position of subject
in the feet-in position on the scanner table. b) Extracted VMHD vectors achieved though signal time-integration, illustrating near 90° rotation.
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Figure 6. Aortic blood flow estimation using VMHD-derived methodology. a) MRI and VMHD derived flow (blue), compared to extracted VMHD
components in the vectorcardiogram frame of reference (green). b) Comparison of beat-to-beat aortic blood flow using VMHD (blue) and MRI (red)
methods.

microscale considerations and adaptions of this phenomenon
is being produced, with a large attention to the growing medical field and the potential for clinical applications to expedite
and increase the potential associated with current medical procedures and fields of study. The study and translation of these
effects to clinical applications requires careful design considerations to be made as an effort to encourage the development of
stand-alone clinical devices which can harness the MHD effect
for microfluidics, particle mixing and sorting, and advanced
physiological monitoring and imaging.
In order to further support the rapidly maturing field of biomedical MHDs, the growth of collaborative and interdisciplinary efforts must continue in order to meet increasing design
and material constraints present in the harsh magnetic environment that may be present in MHD driven devices. These
areas will revolve around sophisticated electromagnetic simulation and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication for advanced microscale design, and further collaborative
efforts as these devices aim to grow in portability and translate
into clinical tools.

The efficacy of these clinical and diagnostic tools must also
be examined to observe how the MHD effect could predict
hemodynamics as well as how its application in medical devices
may affect the human body, particularly in high-risk subjects or
when the subject is placed in a large external magnetic field,
which may be required for some MHD technologies. These
studies may subsequently influence US Food and Drug Administration regulations regarding human magnetic field exposure
and its associated effects.
Furthermore, considerations into the development of MRIcompatible and diamagnetic/paramagnetic biomaterials must
be made to enable the interfacing of MHD driven medical
devices with the human body, as the majority of such research
has been a byproduct of conventional biomaterials research
and is only recently growing into a field of research. The need
for high conductivity biomaterials and composite materials,
designed to capacitively couple with the human body, with limited magnetic susceptibility also presents a growing challenge
to limit the external forces present on MHD actuators, drug
delivery vehicles, and chemical mixers.

Figure 7. Development of a portable device for quantifying induced MHD voltages and estimated variations in blood flow during exercise stress testing.
a) Typical usage of prototype portable flow monitoring device, illustrated during ECG acquisition. b) Time-integrated SV metrics during exercise stress
testing in a normal health subject (left) and in an athlete (right).
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Ultimately, while these applications of the MHD effect are
technically feasible, advancement of MHD technologies should
rely on a clinical need, rather than a technological push, as are
the biomedical applications presented in this paper. This need
will allow for the benefits of current and newly proposed MHD
technologies to have a broad and real impact in scientific community and the field of medicine.
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